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ABSTRACT

Bike sharing is a service, spread over the world and  
often finds recognition by being made available to al-
most anyone, providing affordable access in urban 
space and becoming an alternative to motorized trans-
portation and vehicles.

But does bike sharing now answer our needs and desi-
res in our every day practice in town? Are there possi-
bilities to enhance the sharing experience?
how to adress the ones that do not make use of the 
service yet?

By keeping close sight to users throughout my project 
and involving them into my process, it helped me un-
derstand how they want to make use of the bicycles 
and the service to meet their expectations.

These understandings and keyfindings I translated to-
wards bike sharing and its conclusion defines my pro-
posal.

Resulted is a link to storstockholms Lokaltrafik and 
bike sharing, a “muscle driven individual public tran-
port alternative” to the already established public net-
work system in stockholm‘s urban space.

Driven by values such as accessibility, flexibility and 
reliability, I envisoned in a fictional collaboration with 
sL, the sL Cykel. 

The sL Cykel covers a Product service system, em-
beded in the tbana areas and accessed by sL‘s smart 
card. 

Based on different modes of traveling, this proposal is 
meant to be a self-regulating system, which encoura-
ges its customer to become active part in the service 
and its flexibility. 
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INTRODUCTION

1. Walsh, Byran (March 2011) Today‘s Smart Choice: Don‘t Own. Share. Time Article. 
2. Botsman, Rachel and Roo Rogers (2011) What‘s mine is yours. How collaborative consumption is changing the 
way we live. Collins.
3. DeMaio, Paul (Nov 2008 - Feb 2009) The Bike Sharing Phenomenon. The History of Bike Sharing. Carbusters 
Magazine Article #36.

SHARING

WhAT‘s MINE Is yOURs / OURs
After 1000 of years where most human beings lived from 
hand to mouth, consuming goods was the start up for the in-
dustrial economies in the 20th century (...). George W. Bush 
won his re-election in 2004 after having proclaimed an „ow-
nership society“: „The more ownership there is in America, 
the more vitality there is in America. (...)

With the initiative of Napster, the digitalization of music 
and the ability to share it over the internet, owning CDs 
became superfluous. This kind of Napsterization spread to-
wards all other media, so that a fundament for Ebay, Netflix, 
Zipcar etc. was given. (...)
Quickly people began to understand that there are many 
items which they use from time to time, but which they do 
not need to own and they can make a profit out of them by 
not owning them.

This understanding led towards a different form of consump-
tion, a collaborative consumption similar to old market be-
haviors: renting, lending, gifting, swapping and even sharing 
goods instead of buying them.“ There is also a green element 
of course: sharing and renting more things means producing 
and wasting less.

As an example, renting a power drill via snapgods for one 
day that you need it, is a lot cheaper than buying it and not 
using it so often. It also fits perfectly for urban environments, 
in which you are surrounded by lots of neighbors and too 
little storage. (...)1

Collaborative Consumption becomes a real benefit 
when its turns out to be social, allows us to make me-
aningful connections. Rachel Botsman co-author of 
What‘s Mine Is yours – The rise of a collaborative con-
sumption, claims that the key to successful sharing is 
to make people trusting each other.2

BIKE SHARING

BACKgROUND & RELEVANCE
Bike Sharing has received increasing attention in recent years as an answer to the public‘s desire to increase bike usage 
and lessen the environmental impacts in transportation. Bicycles have several advantages as a mode of transportation for 
short-distance urban trips. They reach underserved destinations, require less infrastructure and generally do not add to 
congestion. In addition they are relatively inexpensive to purchase and maintain, do not create pollution in their operation 
and provide the user with exercise. Their value is undeniable when ones also considers that these bikes may increase trips 
on other modes of public transportations by expanding the reach of buses and trains. (...) 

Over the past 40 years, there have been three generations of bike sharing systems:

The 1st generations started in Amsterdam in 1964 with the Witte Fietsen or White Bikes. Ordinary bikes painted white 
were provided for public usage. Individuals were to find the bike, ride it to their destination and leave it for the next user. 
Unfortuantely, things did not go as planned, since bikes were thrown into the canals or appropriated for private use, so 
that the scheme collapsed just within a few days.

1995, nearly 30 years later, a 2nd generation was launched in Copenhagen named Bycyklen with many improvements 
over the previous generation. These bikes were designed for intense use with solid rubber tyres, wheels with advertising 
plates and could be picked up and returned at special locations throughout the center of the city with a coin deposit. While 
being more formalised than the previous generation, with stations and organizations to operate the programme, these bikes 
still experienced theft due to anonymity of the users.

A new scheme of bikesharing was seen soon after in 1996 at Portsmouth University in England called Bikeabout. This 
involved a magnetic stripe card which the students would swipe to rent a bike. This and the following generations were 
smartened with a variety of technological improvments including electronically locking racks or bike locks, telecommu-
nication systems, smartcards, mobilephone access and onboard computers. Bikesharing grew slowly within the last years 
until the launch of Velo‘v in Lyon, France.
Before Bikesharing, Lyon was a city where only 1.5% of the trips were made by bike. After the scheme was introduced to 
the city in 2005, bike traffic has jumped around 500%. 
Vélo‘v reported 1.5 million km travelled by customers in June 2008 and 36 million km since the programme‘s inception 
in 2005. As the success of France second biggest city became known, the captial took note. In 2007, Paris launched its own 
bike sharing programme, named Vélib, with about 10.600 bikes, which soon expanded to 20.000 bikes. (...)

This massive undertaking and its better than expected success changed the course of bikesharing history and generated 
enormous interest in this transit all over the world.
To date, most of the programmes have primarily been offered as a bonus to local governments by advertising companies, 
such as the big three of JCDecaux, Clear Channel and Cemusa. The municipalities get a bike sharing programme run 
by the advertising company, while they gain locations for their adverts in public space. Since the demand of bikesharing 
increased, more companies became involved in the industry and created their own technologies. Many of the newer systems 
do not refer to advertising components, but rather require direct subsidy from the local government in addition to user fees 
to be financially sustainable. These new bikesharing systems allow e.g. universities either with populations too small to 
make advertisment profitable or advertisment in public space is prohibited, to consider launching their own systems.

Now we are approaching 100 bikesharing programmes worldwide with as many as 10 times this planned, the future of 
bikesharing is bright. 

As the price of fuel continues to rise, traffic congestion worsens, population grows and worldwide greater consciousness 
arises around climate change, it will be even more neccessary for leaders around the world to find modes of transportation 
to move people in an environmentally friendly sound, efficiently and economically way. Bike sharing fits these needs, it 
being recognized as another way of muscle driven public transportation.3
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BIKE SHARING

Why AM I INTEREsTED IN ThIs AREA?
During my stay in Paris in 2010 / 2011, I was given the 
task to design an urban mobilier for the city. since I 
didn‘t see the need in focusing on another more classic 
public product such as a street bench or street light, I 
rather wanted to focus more on the Product service 
system side of the city. I felt at this point, for a pub-
lic product in order to succeed, it needs to be connec-
ted  and always been seen and evaluated in its urban 
context / contexts. An artifact, which was linked to the 
infrastructure within the city, that finds attention  and 
understanding by becoming an repetitive element and 
symbol.

3 years ago I had my focus on water fountains, their vi-
sibility and strategic locations within the city of Paris. 
After a periode of oberservations such as contextual 
interviews, I quickly I identified a logical link between 
searching for water fountains and the Vélib (Vélo en lib-
re service), the rentable city bikes in Paris. By looking 
at this bike sharing programme from different scales 
(zooming in and out), such as looking at the bikes, the 
renting technology, their stations, their implementa-
tions in the streets and the strategic placements in the 
city etc., I was amazed to see how so many different 
aspects guide, shape and affect one another, on order 
to form a whole system, linked to a product and there-
fore provide a well functioning service.

I also see true value in the concept of bicycling and gi-
ving more access to inhabitants, commuters and tou-
rists and motivating these to leave their cars by swit-
ching over to bicycling. Besides the many advantages 
bicycling has for the city and its users, I felt it connects 
people, by being classless, timeless and universal. It 
gives you the freedom to access places, where cars 
cannot carry you, additionally, whether the bike is new 
or old, everyone looks the same while using it.

MAsTER COLLABORATION
This summer, I contacted Frost Produkt As, located in 
Oslo, Norway, the designers of our stockholm Renta-
ble City Bikes (svD bikes), owned by stockholm‘s mu-
nicipality and sponsored all over different cities by the 
advertising company Clear Channel. 

I discussed with Frost Produkt As my current view on 
the existing bike sharing scheme, which is now offered 
in stockholm and Oslo, as well new possibilities in how 
I could imagine the service to behave.
Together we agreed on a collaboration, in which I take 
the space to explore bike sharing and its prospects, to 
enhance a desirable experience for the people using 
it. 

AIM / gOAL
Our cities and awareness have evolved. They influence our behaviour. has bike sharing evolved in the same 
way? Does bike sharing now fully correspond to our practice in town? Could the renting / sharing experience 
enhance comfort similarly or even more as riding your own bike? Where are the limits of the system? When is 
it worth owning, and when sharing?

In this master project, I want to identify the needs and desires of urban bicyclists, by observing how they make 
use of their bikes in different times, in different contexts of use, for different people (scenarios). As well, I want 
to understand why some are not using them, and see how people want to use them! These understandings and 
key findings I would like to translate later towards bike sharing, and its conclusion will define my proposal at 
the end of this project.
I hereby would like to keep my main focus on the user‘s perspective in how the system of bike sharing should 
shape the service, as well on the design of the rented bike, in order to provide an accessible, flexible and sa-
tisfying full proof system for the customer. I assume that the challenge in this project will be to find the right 
balance in pleasing all the stakeholders – the decision makers and mainly the customers.

APPROACh
My design approach is investigative, explorative and critical. I see my design process as reflective, but also as 
an intuitive process. In order to trace all necessary understandings towards bike sharing, I need to be able map 
out all aspects that I see relevant besides the actual bike. here it is highly important for me to keep a human-
centred focus. Through contextual user studies, interviews, scenario building, testing and observations of the 
biking culture of the city, I should be able to generate new knowledge and map out information, necessary for 
the development of the bike sharing service and system, as well for the formgiving of the actual shared bike.

REsEARCh
This activity can be used to gather information. It will be essential to immerse already existing bike sharing 
systems, map out product possibilities, but also expand the search into different fields related to the topic 
area. I intend to do observations on the biking culture of the city, in order to be able to check and find out if 
the now existing rentable ones correspond on the users‘ needs and practice of today. I would like to under-
line my research by building up scenarios as a method in testing different cases. Though „research“ is not 
only done at the begining of the project, it might come up any other time when it is needed.
I also have to take into consideration the demands and boundaries associated to this product area. 

hUMAN CENTERED
By observing closely the relation between bicycles and users it will help me in understanding desires and 
issues. I will involve different users to participate throughout my whole process, in order to receive an objec-
tive view of how people want to use the bikes and to understand of how the service should behave, in order 
to please these desires and expectations. Involving others could also act helpful to figure out the question 
marks together with them.
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gENERAL FACTs
Most cities already have high cycling rates, since people have their own bikes. Bike sharing is therefore an additional opti-
on of transport for inhabitants, commuters and tourists. Even though people use their own bikes, bike sharing can be used 
as a flexible means of transport for short trips, before or after public transportation rides, without the need of maintenance, 
or risk of theft or vandalism of the own bike. (...)

The safety of cycling very much depends on the quality of cyling infrastructure and the level of cycling in a city. Car 
drivers are much more aware of cyclists when they see more cyclists on the streets. Typical experiences (such as in Berlin 
and Stockholm) are that very high increases in cycling have not meant higher accident rates. Bike sharing could possibly 
contribute in making cycling safer. Nevertheless, accident risks should be taken seriously.

Also it is very important to analyse the traffic flows before and after the implementation of a station (if there are stations). 
(...) Meaning that not every empty station needs to be filled with bikes all the time. (Page 14)

COMPETITORs
Not all BSSs are the same. They consist of different features and characteristics that can (and should) be adapted depen-
ding on the given context.“ (Page 18) A first category in which the systems and bikes differ are the access technologies, 
which mostly depend on the size of the system. Most schemes offer card based systems. „The bike can either be rented at 
a terminal or at the bike itself, if the bike provides a card reader. Different kinds of cards can be used, such as magnetic 
cards, chip cards, credit cards or RFID cards. RFID (radio-frequency identification) is a contactless communication from 
one to another device. RFID tags can be glued to ID cards and mobile phones. (Page 18)

There is also a (...) code-based rental, where users call a number or send an sms with the required data to a central number 
in order to receive an access code. This access code gets inserted into an electronical or mechanical device at the lock or 
docking point. (Page 19)

DIFFERENT BIKEs
The bikes differ in their look and quality. (...) Nevertheless they all try to be robust, in order to minimise vandalism da-
mage and to faciliate maintenance. (...) Some might say, that the bikes appear strange or unique in their look, since they 
want to be visible in public space and differ from private bikes. The bikes within one scheme are usually the same colour 
and frames and are recognizable even when stolen and repainted. (...)Most schemes offer one type of bike, which has an 
adjustable seat to be suitable for most users.

DIFFERENT DOCKINg & LOCKINg
Bikes in bigger schemes are usually locked electronically or mechanically to the docking stations. Only few of them provide 
bike locks. Bike sharing systems without physical stations provide bike locks to fasten the bikes securely during and after 
the rental. (Page 20)

The stations mainly differ in the locking technology involved.

BSSs without stations are not very common, but examples exist. It can be said that either the bike is locked to the docking 
point with a lock on the docking or there is a lock on the bike itself.

Meaning that there are (...) two ideologies of BSSs – the fixed station based and the flexible scheme. (Page 44)

There can be a dense network of fixed stations (300 meters distance from station to station mainly in bigger cities, where 
there are enough fundings and space provided) and flexible schemes where it is possible to leave bikes at almost any place 
in a designated area. The flexible systems have mainly been operated by the Germany BSS operator DB Rent, however, 
this stakeholder is currently changing its strategy towards a station based system (Berlin, Hamburg, Karlsruhe and 
Stuttgart).

BIKE SHARING

NOW 
In the recent years, numerous and diverse Bike Sharing 
Systems have been implemented in European cities. Star-
ting with free, low tech offers by few enthusiasts, the sche-
mes went through a two-fold development: high tech systems 
with thousands of bikes and major fundings requirements, 
and smaller, less expensive systems with lower usage rates. 
However, bike sharing is a recent development and little in-
formation regarding the suitability of different BSS models 
is available.
Many of the experiences of bike sharing in different Euro-
pean countries can be generalised and transferred to other 
countries, to help implement and optimize other BSSs.4 

(Page 10)

Even though bike sharing is relatively new phenomenon, it is 
already becoming an important mean of urban transport in 
many cities all over the world.

The reason for implementing a BSS and the benefits are di-
vers and differ according to the perspectives of the stakehol-
der. It all depends on who supports the scheme. (Page 12)

MUNICIPAL & NATIONAL sUPPORT
Grants can help in implementing BSSs. They can cover high 
infrastructure investments, or parts of the running costs, es-
pecially in smaller systems. To plan their full potential, they 
must be embeded in a comprehensive cycling and transport 
strategy. Cycling infrastructure, bike sharing communication 
campaigns, public transportation strategies and planning for 
roads and bike parking should all go hand in hand. 

ADVERTIsMENT sPACE
Some bigger operators financing the schemes  by advertising 
on the bikes – design the bikes accordingly. Frame and parts 
provide visible spaces for advertisments. (Page 20)

PRE-REgIsTER
Registration is required in almost all BSSs to avoid the loss 
of bikes by anonymous users and to ensure billing and pay-
ments. Most systems offer various types of registration to 
keep access barriers low: at the station, on the intrenet, by 
telephone or in person. (Page 23)

FIRsT INsIghTs

4. (June 2011) Obis, Optimising Bike Sharing in European Cities, a Handbook. Pdf Document.
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station

station

Freestanding

MCard / Mkey

BankCard

App Basket

Locking

Reserve

>1 Type

All year

24/7

– visibility
– easy maintenance
– what if station is full?
– what if there is no station nearby?
- some cities only can have stations 
since streets might be too narrow 
to able to have them freetstanding

– flexible
– how to find it?
– more effort to collect (gPs)
– „good“ streets to drop the bike / 
„bad“ streets (safe and unsafe)

– universal (connected to sL card)
– have to pre register
– not for spontanious renting
tourists? 

– for everyone
– spontanious
– more expensive for the owners

– harder to maintain
– bike should be more robust
– people are used to bike all year
– accessible as other ways of public 
transportation
– winter tyres

– valuable when other public trans-
poration vehicles close over night
– safety, especially for women

LOCATIONs PAyMENT METhODs ACCEssIBILITy BIKE

Free in City MCard / Mkey BankCard Log In

APP

sMARTPhONE

Call a nr seasonal All year Closing 24:00 24/7 <3h >3h Basket Locking <1 Type >1 Type Nearest station

App

Reserve

JCDecaux

Bixi

DB Call a Bike (gER)

NextBike (gER)

goBike / Urbike

OyBike (UK)

sMOOVE (FR)

B-Cycle (Us)

Bicincittà (IT)

Velo+ (FR)

Nubija (KO)

BikeOne (PO)

youBike (TAI)

CykelByrån (sWE)

– for everyone with a smartphone
– pre register
– no member card
– universal device as identification
– can act as locking mechanism too
– can track the  Nearby bikes
– reserve them in advance
– can act as a routeplanner device

– mostly in the front
– carry / transport goods
– sometimes with rubber elastic 
band

– what if the station is full and the 
user is in a rush?
– needs to paus / stop spontaniously
– does not want to return it yet to 
the terminal

– for more planned usages
– against the spontaniousness
– could be disappointing for others
– should take extra charge

- productfamily
– more variety to choose from for 
the user and the city
– different targets
– different components
– more gears, no basket, etc.

COMPETITORS

COMPETITORS
syNThEsIs

sMARTPhONE
PAyMENT
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FACEBOOK CUSTOMER SURVEY
Part 1
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30% of 79 people rent bikes
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Other
Berlin
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own
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subway
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walk

car

other

creditcard
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other

app

creditcard

membercard
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other

r

tourist
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regularly

night

town

work

friends

meeting

other
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FACEBOOK CUSTOMER SURVEY
Part 2

alone
regularly

in a group
as tourists

not  visible enough basket in use

r

backpack /
briefcase

grocery bag

work out
bag

other

getting bike at station leaving bike on the street /
not returning to station

reserve bike in advance

need to stop station to station
use of bike‘s lock

no lock /
unlocked

take bike
inside

own lock

pair

alone
regularly

in a group
as tourists



PRODUCT SERVICE SYSTEM BASED
hOW DO CUsTOMERs WANT TO UsE IT?

WHY DON‘T YOU RENT / SHARE BIKES YET?
“Because I feel more comfortable) with my own bike.”

WHY DO YOU FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE WITH YOUR OWN BIKE?
“I don‘t want to have extra responsibilities and extra charges.”

WHY DO SEE BIKESHARING AS AN EXTRA RESPONSIBILITY?
“since I don‘t exactly understand how the service works, neither I‘m fully aware of its costs, so that I decided 
to take other means of public transport instead.”

WHY DON‘T YOU UNDERSTAND THE SERVICE?
“It seems very complicated to me. There are hardly stations close by, or I don‘t see them. Instead of watching 
out for available bikes, I can take a bus instead.”

WHY IS BIKESHARING COMPLICATED TO YOU?
“Because I don‘t grasp the information quickly enough and it should feel more effortless, more simple.”

5 WHY METHOD
ChAIN OF QUEsTIONs TO DIg BELOW ThE OUTWARD syMPTOMs OF A UsER EXPERIENCE

17

FIRST SUMMARY
hOW DO CUsTOMERs UsE BIKE RENTINg NOW?

◆ 90 % rent spontaniously

◆ 10 % plan the trip in advance (business people)

◆ mostly rent when they are on vacation as tourists (travel in groups)

◆ rent over creditcard or membershipcard

◆ do trips within town

◆ use bike sharing as a last mile transport, to reach bus / trainstations or from there closest to home

◆ need to stop within A to B

◆ always watch out for stations in order to return it properly

◆ some find the stations are not visible enough

◆ need / use the basket, since they carry something with them

◆ easy to find / locate

◆ easy and quick to be rented

◆ available over the night

◆ afford  flexible and spontanious activity

◆ quality and state of the artifact should be reliable

◆ need to stop / pause the trip

◆ lock should be provided

◆ smartphone App should help the process of finding and renting 

◆ should be able to reserve bikes in advance

◆ basket provided, since they carry something with them

18
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COMPETITORS & USER INTERVIEW & SURVEY

The reason why I decided to oppose the competitors 
in form of a chart was that I wanted to gain a detailed 
overview in what is offered to the customers at the 
moment. Understanding what is there, gave me the 
opportunity in pointing out what the already existing 
schemes might not manage to solve yet. Adding then 
later the customer survey will help me underline these 
points from other perspectives. gathering then various 
sides, i hoped would help me understanding what the 
bike sharing schemes do offer and not manage certain 
offers yet.

Beginning now with the competitors, it is striking that 
most of the fifteen are based on a stational scheme, 
which means that the bike is picked from one station 
and returned to another. Bikes that won‘t be returned, 
either in time or place, are seen as equally stolen and 
the customer will be get charged a fee. 
Only the german provider DB offers freestanding ren-
table bike solutions, placed within the city, always lo-
cked by itself on bigger street crosses. The customer 
is free to decide where he / she returns the bike again, 
as long as it is closed to a traffic street. In case a bike 
gets left in a smaller street, the customer needs to pay 
extra. 

Additionally to the flexibility aspect, these bikes can be 
locked in between the ride, while many other bikes are 
not equiped with a lock, aside from the docking ele-
ment into the stations. The reason why schemes avoid 
having bike locks is to make the customers return their 
bikes to the stations. Nevertheless, I‘m fully convinced 
after talking to customers and having evaluated the 
survey, that a lock needs to be provided to the bikes in 
order to fit urban needs to stop in between a bike ride.

Most schemes in big cities offer their schemes 24h a 
day. smaller schemes partly close their Bike sharing 
systems during night. On one hand, this might avoid 
vandalism problems, however, on the other hand the 
user does not have the opportunity to use the bikes 
at the times when they are valuable, as other public 
transportation shuts down during the night. systems 
with 24/7 service show that there is a considerable 
mobility demand during the night, therefore I see it as 
highly important to give this choice to the customers.

Another aspect is the question whether the service should be offered all year long. I guess it all depends on the 
country and its weather conditions. At the same time, it should be highlighted that in scandinavia, bike sha-
ring is only a seasonal option yet. On the one hand, it is much more convenient to handle it this way from the 
owners point of view, since the winter is cold, icy and therefore more risky. But on the other hand, the winter 
in northern Europe is long. It dominates the year, and limits the access to bike sharing to only 6 months. 
From the user‘s perspective, I‘m highly convinced that it worth in testing the possibility in offering the service 
also within the winter months, maybe at first with a smaller amount of bikes, while not everyone is used to bike 
in winter. The bikes would then need to be equiped  with thicker winter tyres, but aside I see no more aspects 
that need to be changed from a service‘s perspective.

Looking from the angle of how people use the bike sharing system now, it is striking that 90% decide to rent 
the bikes spontaniously whether they are regulars or tourists (my online survey).This insight indicates the 
need of the system being constantly available, reachable and easy to navigate, whether it is based on fixed 
stations or freestanding bikes. Espcially at times of the day where public transporation flows, in the morning 
when people get to work and when they return home again. It also becomes highly important, where the ser-
vice gets placed and connects to the already existing infrastructure. 

Another understanding that I gained from the user survey, was the system Based App possibility for smart-
phones. In this case, the  App becomes a tool for tracking different information for the user, whether to identify 
areas, nearby availabilities of bikes, keeping track on renting costs and charges, helps to double confirm that 
the bikes has successfully been returned back etc, an App from a user‘s perspectives adds a true value to 
the service. Also, if an open city wifi is given, tourists could get helpful information and explanation about the 
scheme. 

The answer that I received to my question of how the customers want to rent the bikes in the future, linked 
again towards an App. here, customers desire a direct way to rent the bikes over their smartphone, which in 
then replaces member, credit and other cards.
Nevertheless, I assume, since not everyone yet owns a smartphone, not to exclude customers, and to provide 
other renting options too, in order to give universal access.

Reserving the bikes in advance also got mentioned as becoming an Add On to the service, in order to assure 
the vehicle for the customers and their ride. I think the most important with the reserving option is, to give a 
confirmation to the user‘s that ‚this‘ bike will be waiting for you, in case he / she decides has a need, at the 
same time, the Bss needs to keep its flexible and spontanious character. Therefore, offering a bike to wait for 
you even the next day, I see as rather complicated than helpful, since it could bring bike sharing to its limit, of 
using the ‚own‘ bike, instead of the public one.

The question of helmets, I did not mention in the survey, but in interviews. The outcome was that most cus-
tomers that decide spontaniously (the majority) to rent a bike won‘t carry a helmet with them in most of the 
cases. At the same time these do not expect a helmet to be offered by the service, since it is not an artifact 
that people like to share, as well the shared bikes are not meant to be used for high speed moving and longer 
rides. Even though I see the importance in wearing a helmet as a security matter while riding a bike, and I 
could also think of ways how the helmet could  be optimizing the service (e.g. the helmet, as the locking device 
for the bike), I decided not to give it any more focus. The reason is that I want to keep my project focus within 
scandinavia, where it is not regulated by law to wear a helmet while riding at bike. I fear by adding the helmet 
aspect onto my project, I would make it ever more complex as it already is. Rather I would like to focus on 
those aspects, which have been explicitely mentioned to be desires and needs from the user‘s perspective.

syNThEsIs OF FIRsT INsIghTs
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syNThEsIs OF FIRsT INsIghTs

COMPETITORS & USER INTERVIEW & SURVEY

I couldn‘t make up my mind yet, whether a bike sha-
ring system is more efficient based on stations or free-
stranding bikes. At this early stage I see benefits and 
doubts in both approaches:

A station communiciates a system, which is taken care 
of and guarantees security and quality to both the ow-
ner and the user. It highers the chances for tourists 
to identify them as visual element of the city, which is 
rentable, as well the chance that more bikes are availa-
ble (tourists move around in groups) a higher. At the 
same point, stations can be full and empty. If someone 
is in a rush and cannot return the bike as planned, the 
stational scheme becomes rigid and doesn‘t cover the 
needed flexibiliy and reliabiliy. he / she needs to find 
the next station, in hope being able to return the bike 
there.

Freestanding bikes appear more like homeless indi-
viduals. They do not own a base, have it more difficult 
to communicate quality, but at the same time own the 
freedom to move around. Additionally, it gives a more 
spontanious character to the scheme. At the same 
point having assurance to find many bikes freestandin-
gly by each other is very low. Therefore it works better 
for the individual, but less in the summe.
The maintenance becomes more difficult for the ow-
ners, since they have to drive all along town looking for 
them, instead of having a more ordered and planned 
way of examination. In this case they would depend 
more on the users, that keep a system alive which ro-
tates by itself. Damaged bikes could get identified in 
the way, that they haven‘t been moved for some days. 
The owners could map via gPs, how the bikes circulate 
in the city and check on the ones, that have been exclu-
ded from traffic.

Another possibility, which could be the combination of 
station and stationless, where the users themselves 
can get involved in order to bring the bikes back to the 
stations, but still keeping up the freedom to park them 
outside the hubs.

In the following pages (23-35), I have created scenarios 
together with users, in order to test different situations 
and identify possible issues rising, when one rents a 
bike.
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A B

sCENARIOs

◆ FULL sTATION
◆ sTOPPINg
◆ REsERVE
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY
sCENARIO OF FULL sTATION
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY
sCENARIO OF sTOPPINg
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY
sCENARIO OF REsERVINg
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A B

sCENARIOs

◆ A TO B & sTATIONLEss
◆ sTATIONLEss
◆ A TO B & sTATIONLEss



CUSTOMER JOURNEY
◆ sCENARIO sTATION TO sTATION
◆ LEAVINg ThE BIKE 
◆ FREEsTANDINg / sTATIONLEss
◆ sMARTPhONE APP
◆ MEMBERshIP CARD
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LEAVING BIKE 
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+ EXTRA FEE
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY
◆ sCENARIO sTATIONLEss
◆ PERMANENT UsER  
◆ sMARTPhONE APP

LOCATE NEARBY TAKE PICTURE SIGN OUTLOCKEDARRIVEDRENT BIKE TYPE IN ROUTE

PAUSE

LOCK

UNLOCK CONTINUE

SEE IT ON STREET



CUSTOMER JOURNEY
◆ sCENARIO sTATION TO sTATION 
◆ FREEsTANDINg
◆ PERMANENT
◆ MEMBERCARD RENTINg

LOCKED

LOCKED

ARRIVED

ARRIVED STATION B

RENT BIKE

RENT BIKE

PAUSE

LOCK

UNLOCK CONTINUE

SEE IT ON STREET

SEE STATION A
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY
◆ sCENARIO sTATION TO sTATION 
◆ FREEsTANDINg
◆ OVER sMARTPhONE 
◆ PUsh UP NOTIFICATION 
◆ TOURIsT

USE CITY‘S OPEN WIFI TAKE PICTURE SIGN OUTLOCKEDARRIVEDRENT BIKEGET REMINDER TYPE IN ROUTE

PAUSE

LOCK

UNLOCK CONTINUE

SEE IT
ON STREET

GET EXPLANATION +
SUGGESTIONS
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY
◆ COMBINATION
◆ sMARTPhONE APP
◆ MEMBERshIP CARD
◆ PERMANENT UsERs
◆ TOURIsT

AREA A AREA B
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syNThEsIs OF FIRsT sCENARIOs

DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

A customer journey map provides a vivid but structured 
visualisation of a service‘s user experience. The touchpoints 
where users interact with the service are often used to cons-
truct a "journey“, a story based on their experience and on 
the factors influencing it.5 (Page 158)
 
In the last chapter, I used snenario building as a tool 
to investigate and to test the service, and see if current 
issues and possibilities appear, when users rent bicy-
cles in the urban space.

sTATION TO sTATION & PAUsINg & REsERVINg
I started very basic from the classical station to station 
scheme. The fist issue that occured was a full or empty 
staion. In this case, the user is forced to identify the 
next nearby station, either over an illustration at the 
renting terminal, by tracking over a smartphone App or 
simply by searching around. A similar situation occurs, 
if the customers needs to pause the ride from A to B. 
What if there is no lock provided?
In this case, the customers have to manage to bring 
their own lock, which makes a spontanious renting 
more difficult, or he / she has to leave the bike outside 
unlocked. In case the bike get stolen within this short 
time periode, where the bike was unsupervised, the 
customer has to take full charge of the thievery.

In exchanges with users, the desire was raised to me 
to be able to reserve bikes in advance, therefore having 
a guarantee that a bike is available when needed. I as-
sume it is possible to add this feature to the service, 
but more as the last minute option. What I mean with 
that is giving the possibility to reserve a bike over a 
whole night for the next morning, could give away the 
flexible character. But if one needs the bike now, he / 
she could locate it and the moment to have decided to 
rent it, the bike can be reserved for the time getting to 
the location (10-15min).

sTATION TO sTATION & sTATIONLEss
Users deplore the rigidity of the station to station sche-
me. Often it is wished to leave the bike closest to home 
or work. Especially at night, it adds much towards com-
fort and security, if the way to final reach is as shortest 
as possible. But what happens to the bike, if the pos-
sibility is given to lock it outside a station? Who will 
return it? The user, who left it? The owner, who comes 
and returns it? Or can even a third person rent it, and 
if the bike gets returned to station, both customer and 
owner benefit from it?

Even though, the user who parked it outside a station will get extra charged for not returning it, the bike is out 
of the system, and therefore it becomes a loss for the whole service. If the owner have to take care of it, the 
system does not solve itself in my eyes. But if a third person could access it, the scheme opens and allows to 
rent from stations and outside stations.

hOW TO LOCATE ThE BIKEs?
Instead of sticking to the possibility in having a combination offer of station and stationless, I wanted to explore 
how the service could behave, if all stations would be eliminated, instead the bikes would be placed all over the 
city without stations but still locked individually. 
The first understanding that i gained, was it being much more challenging to identify the bikes in the urban 
space if they are not placed in groups anymore. If the bikes don‘t belong to a ‚house‘ anymore, it will be more 
the bike to communicate of belonging to a system, than the station did before. 

A smartphone App, that now helps to find the closest stations could help finding the closest bike.
But how would this work for people without smartphones?
They would, as they do now with stations, keep their eyes open, and watch out for the closest bike.
The next question I had to ask myself and others was, how would tourists orientate themselves if the touch-
point of a station no longer exists? 
Most cities today offer open wifi. If tourists log in, they could get a push up notification from the scheme or the 
city the moment they enter the bike area. This Pop up window could introduce and explain the scheme, its App 
and how to rent it. In case tourists do not have a smartphone, the nearest tourist information center could give 
them disclosure. 

Till Koglin, researcher from Lund, who is focusing on bicycles as transport systems, exchanged with me, that 
whether a combination of stations and stationless or only stationless options are provided, the more flexible 
the system is based, the more it will encourage customers to use it. The bikes could rotate in itself, even wit-
hout having stations, but the risk for people having problems to adapt and fully understand or even abuse the 
rules are higher, than offering a compromising proposal. Either or, it needs to be determined that during main 
rush hours, extra bicycles are placed, so that quick and uncomplicated access is given to the commuters in 
order to reach bus and trainstations.

A COMBINATION OF sTATION & sTATIONLEss
At this stage, I decided on Bsss, which is based on a combination of station and stationless (see page 40 & 41). 
In my opinion this compromise is the most suitable, since it adds on the level of flexibility, and at the same time 
connects to our current traditional understanding of picking and returning the bikes to their stations. 
The system regulates itself by being divided into three modes:

The traditional and most optimal way of renting the bike, is to rent and return it to the station. In case a stati-
onless bike is returned back to a station,it becomes a flexible mode and the user earns extra credit for comple-
menting the system. This could guarantee that most bikes get constantly returned. The last mode, still flexible, 
is the one of extra charge. In this case the user will be charged on top, since he / she did return the bike to a 
station, though give the possibility to someone else to do it for her / him.

In all these three modes, the shared bike will be equiped with a locking mechanism that assures secure lo-
cking on a station and without having a station. This lock allows users to put their bike on hold, if they stop 
during their ride from A to B, as well could act as general locking mechanism.

An App could motivate users in this scenario to pre reserve their bike, if they have located the closest nearby, 
and gives them room to fetch it within a time span of 15min (as desired in interviews). In case the bike isn‘t 
been rented and unlocked within that time, the bike is free to be rented for the next customer.

5. stickdorn, Marc and Jakob schneider (2010) This is Service Design Thinking. BIs Publishers.
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FUTURE APP – RENTING AND RETURNING OVER THE SMARTPHONE
◆ sCENARIO PERMANENT UsER 
◆ sTATION TO sTATION 
◆ FREEsTANDINg 

LOCKEDPRESS TO LOCK
BIKE

RENT
A

BIKE

Hej Deborah,
welcome back!

#last ride 12/12/24

ShareBike ShareBike

Would you like to use
the routenavigator?

OR

ARRIVED

HOLD

CONTINUE?
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Your picture has 
been successfully 
delivered!

Thanks for the ride
Deborah!

LOCKED

Please report if 
there is damage!

ARRIVED?
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BIKE
◆ AFFORDANCEs
◆ ACTIVITIEs
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◆ RENTING
◆ LOADING
◆ RIDING
◆ RETURNING
◆ LOCKING
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syNThEsIs OF 1/3 OF ThE PROCEss

PRODUCT

SYSTEMSERVICE

OVERLOOKINg ThE sERVICE
After 1/3 of my process and the overlooking the know-
ledge which I created, it is striking that the reason why 
many users do not participate in bike sharing yet, is 
the fact that they often perceive the procedure of loca-
ting, renting and returning as too complicated. 

having a closer look  at stockholm, and its rentable 
City Bikes, many claimed to me that the bikes aren‘t 
located where they  commute and therefore need 
them, neither the way of renting through its specific 
“svD stockholm City Bike Card“ makes sense to most 
of them. Inhabitants begin to feel limited, since the 
system of the existing bikes does not encourage cus-
tomers to flexible and spontanious behavior. The same 
with tourists. since they might not want to decide on a 
3-day rental bike card, the choice needs to be offered, 
whether they decide to rent for a longer periode of time 
or just a single ride.

In order to motivate more users to share bikes and 
reaching out to new customers within a city such as 
stockholm, the rentable bikes need to be stronger re-
cognized as another mean of public transport. 
Ordinary bike users told me, that they see a main issue 
laying within our traditional thinking that defines our 
every day behavior. Many of us are used, to walk, ride 
the bus or train to work. If we start to identify bike sha-
ring as a more individual way of muscle driven public 
transport, and its system provides us with the needed 
and desired flexibility and freedom, we could be even 
more convinced of its benefits and hopefully decide for 
it.

If more options enhancing our freedom would be of-
fered (such as accessible stations 24/7 in stockholm, 
especially at night during the weekdays, when other 
means of public transport do not go as often, rentab-
le bikes not only within the city center and being able 
to pause your ride), wouldn‘t then the users and with 
them, the authorities benefit from it as well?

From this point on in my process, I will further work on 
the system and the actual bike equally and paralelly.
how it is meant to look and to behave? how system 
and artifact can both motivate individuals to use this 
type of transportation?

since system and product, both affect one another and 
shape the service, it will be relevant to always have 
them side by side.

ChANgE IN MAsTER COLLABORATION
Throughout 1/3 of my process, I went to visit my project collaboration in Oslo regularly. It felt good to collabo-
rate with Frost Produkt As, since they shared their experience of the development of the bike sharing scheme 
in stockholm with me, operated by Clear Channel, also they were open and positive towards the aspects that I 
pointed out, I saw relevant to be rethought, in order to define new possibilities in sharing bikes.

As my research continued, I came to a point, where my findings started to contradict with the „traditional way  
of renting bikes“ (station A to station B) based on arguments that I recieved from my interviews, customer 
journeys and general observations. 
I shared these insights with Frost Produkt As, argumentations from the users‘ perspective (their needs and 
desires). They agreed on the relevance of my understandings, but at the same time, they did not dare to change 
and rethink the product service system, from how it defines itself now. 

I began to feel rather restricted in my process and thinking, as well it felt wrong to me having these limitations 
now within my master project. so I made a decision, to go seperate ways in the project,  to be able to stick to 
my findings and take the freedom, which I needed in order to explore new possible ways in bike sharing for my 
master project.

At the same time, when my design process, as part of the design process, brought me and my master colla-
boration apart, i got the chance to deepen and keep my focus on bike sharing within the area of stockholm. 
here, my external tutor, Propeller Design AB that had been supporting me since the begining of the process, 
will further continue with that.

A WORKshOP
Through a workshop, with several participants at the same time, I want to gain better understandings on how 
people want to use this service in stockholm. By mapping out together with these users their stories, it will 
tell me how they move around now, and most important, how they want to commute tomorrow. Understanding 
therefore their activities and extracting these, will help me define the  later Product service system (Pss). This 
way of working  will also add narratives to my process, so it could help others relate to the project in another 
way.



BIKEshARINg IN sTOCKhOLM

◆ April to October

◆ Closing at midnight

◆ station to station only

◆ Bike renting card and since now sl‘s accesscard

◆ In the inner city only

◆ hard to know by heart where the stations are, if you are not used to them
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SVD BIKES BY CLEARCHANNEL

6. http://www.citybikes.se/sv/
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LOCKINg sysTEMs

sMART LOCKINg Vs sMART DOCKINg
The compact disk replaced the floppy disk, and chemical 
photography by digital photography, (...). The “smart dock” 
technology is too expensive and sometimes too limited to 
have long-term relevance.7 

Therefore it is worth questioning if not “smart lock” 
bikeshare technologies will take over the market?

Bikeshare systems should be considered from a long-term 
perspective. As reported by Financial Times, bike sharing 
business models and technologies are in evolution. Muni-
cipalities begin to consider lower cost, less risky and more 
flexible alternative technologies.

History is full of examples where cost-effective, flexible inno-
vations disrupts the status quo.

Similar to bikesharing, high costs and relatively inflexibility 
seem to me to be leading to a shift, where smart dock techno-
logy moves towards lower cost smart lock technology.

sMART DOCKINg
Automated smart dock bikesharing became famous by Vé-
lib in Paris. The concept that riders can access bikes from 
established stations across the city was something new at 
that time. In the long run, when other cities tried to follow 
this concept, it became problematioc, since the smart dock 
technologies are exceptionally expensive and poses extreme 
financial risks.

hIgh CAPITAL COsTs
For one bike, two or three docks are needed to make the sys-
tem work. The pie chart by the city of Portland, shows that 
alone $6,130 / bike within the smart dock program are nee-
ded in order to provide the infrastructure and the system.

hIgh OPERATINg COsTs
These infrastructures need to be maintained, sometimes mo-
ved and often replaced.

sMART LOCKINg
The extreme cost and risk of smart docking technologies have created a classic environment for smart locking instead. 
ViaCycle, NextBike, SoBi, and other around the world are starting with lower cost, and more flexible smart lock systems. 
In contrast to the smart docks $6,000 / bike, viaCycle and SoBi offer smart lock solutions for between $1,100 / bike and 
$2,000 / bike.

The smart lock systems can be organized in stations just like the smart docks, can have kiosks, or fit to any sized racks.

sMART LOCKINg As A sEPERATE COMPONENT
Thinking of smart locking, it can be thought of two extreme ways. A locking mechanism integrated in the bike 
or a seperate component that can be added and applied to and replaced from almost any regular bicycle. The 
advantage of the extra locking component is that any bike can become a bike to share through this way of 
approaching. 

An example: 
A smaller student town, which does not have the financial resources to implement a stational bikesharing 
system, could decide for smart locking solutions, where the inhabitants of the city could donate bikes to the 
students and through adding the locking component, the bike can be rented out and helps commuters getting 
around in their city.

The disadvantage of an extra locking component could be in case of thefts, the locking could be dismounted, 
and since the bike does not own its proper identity, it can not be named stolen.
Also, collecting bikes from different manufacturers and making these become bikes to share could become 
crucial, in terms of safety and quality.

I still see the seperate component lock as relevant and very smart, but more in the context of smaller com-
munuties than in the context of a bigger city.

sMART LOCKINg – MORE INTEgRATED
If the locking is intergrated in the shared bike, both the bike defines the locking and locking mechanism de-
fines the bike. In this integrated way, the bike is purposed built, in contrast to a purposed built lock added on 
to the bike.

I see this option as more suitable for the context of a bigger city, since then the bike will be more recognizable 
and distinguishes itself from others, which could help its identification from the user‘s perspective side. All 
bikes will then be the same, recieve similar maintenance and are based on the same components.

7. http://inventropolis.com/bikeshare-disrupted/
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“Every day more than 700,000 people travel with sL. We have the overall res-
ponsibility for ensuring that the County of stockholm has a well-functioning 
public transport system.”

“It is sL‘s responsibility to develop and find new 
solutions for the public transport system.”

“Ensuring that there is a good network of public transportation alternatives in 
the County of stockholm, so that our passengers recieve as much as possible 
for their money.”

“sL is constantly working to create a cost effective public transport 
system of a higher quality and with a better capacity.In doing that, we 
hope for more and more people choosing sL instead of their cars.”

“We are committed to make public transport 
in stockholm accessible to everyone.”



MUsCLE DRIVEN INDIVIDUAL CITy PUBLIC TRANsPORT
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SL

sL NOW
sL (storstockholms Lokaltrafik) is the convenient way 
of making public transport in stockholm accessible to 
everyone.

You can travel with SL throughout the county of Stockholm, 
an area that covers a distance of several kilometers outside 
of the actual city centre and includes all services on the Me-
tro, commuter rail, light railways such as the Roslagsbanan, 
Saltsjöbanan, Lidingöbanan and hundreds of bus lines.8

sL TICKETs
There are tickets and travelcards for shorter and longer pe-
riods of time.

Show your ticket to the bus driver or ticket inspector and if 
you have an SL Access card, hold it to the blue card readers 
on board the busses, at the automatic gates in the Metro and 
at the commuter trains, and you are free to go.

It is always cheaper to use a prepaid ticker and the longer 
the period of validity of the ticket, the cheaper it will be. If 
you are just visiting temporarily, there are travelcards for 1, 
3 or 7 days.

Tickets can get purchased via SL agents, such as 7/11 and 
Pressbyran, at the dedicated SL Center and at the ticketma-
chines in the Metro and at most commuter railway stations. 
A zone ticket can even be bought while it being sent as a text 
message to your mobile phone.

If the traveller does not have a valid ticket, he / she needs to 
take responsibility and render a penalty fee of 1,200 SEK.

sL ACCEss CARD
This card, also named “smart card” is the valid ticket of 
anywhere in the SL network.
Just hold the card on the bright cyan blue coloured card 
reader for a moment, until a green light and a audible signal 
appears and verifys your trip.

The card fee is 20 SEK and it can be reloaded  over
and over again for several years. The card should always be 
kept, since it functions for about six years and can get reloa-
ded, if a customer ever returns back to Stockholm.

At the SL ticket machines, information about the card and its content is given. 

Also when the access card is used on the reader on board on buses, it automatically shows the end date of the ticker in a 
small display on the reader.

REgIsTER yOUR sL CARD
Just register your card through Mitt SL, sl.se‘s user account. The card - and its contents - is then protected if it is lost 
or stolen. Simply report it missing through Mitt SL and thus cancel the card. You will be sent a new card with the same 
content to your home address.

sL + BIKE
sL + Cykel is mentioned right in the menu bar on their homepage. Though it only reminds, that it is prohibited 
to take a regular bike on the bus and in the Metro, for security reasons.

sL + BIKE(shARINg) 
sL is universal for stockholm. Bikesharing is supposed to be universal and accessible in the same mean.
Why not adding Bike sharing as muscle driven individual way towards public transport and therefore sL?
Can Bikesharing offer the flexibility and the freedom, that buses and subways cannot offer yet?

By taking this step, sL would reinforce their position in being environmentally progressive, as well caring 
about their customers healthiness.

The shared bike in sL‘s context could become the public transport alternative, which can take the user to any 
destination, in the city center and outside as well.
By fusing bike sharing in stockholm with sL, the everyday of inhabitants, commuters and even tourists could 
be easen, and the mobility in the city through public transport could increase. Translating e.g. sL‘s Access 
Card towards the service, this device would become even more universal and accessible.

Through the process of preregistration, user‘s could access the bikes as they do with other public matters, as 
well the issue of riding anonymously would be solved.

Also tourists would have it least complicated by having „one card“ that works for all.

sL + BIKE(shARINg) / My FICTIONAL COLLABORATION / ThE PROPOsED CONTEXT
I took the initiative and contacted sL, explained them my process and how it guided me to them.They found 
the arguments, which I presented very plausible, and recognized sL & Bike sharing as a new possibility to 
present stockholm as an even more environmentally aware city. As well, it could be a way to reach out to new 
customers and become a public transport alternative for their current customers. 

The answer to my question, which was also my main driving force to contact them:“Why this fusion hasn‘t 
happened yet?“, was to my surprise financial issues.

We decided, me getting back to them, after having finished the proposal, so that I made the choice, to name  
sL my fictional collaboration from this stage of my project. 

8. http://sl.se/en/visitor/
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TODAY TOMORROW
sL + CyKEL

sL hOMEPAgE
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
sL CyKEL

PLAN YOUR JOURNEY
A NEW ALTERNATIVE
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WORKshOP ON sTOCKhOLM sTORIEs



A WORKshOP ON 8 sTORIEs OF hOW sL BIKEshARINg IN sTOCKhOLM COULD LOOK LIKE
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1. BEINg TOURIsT IN My OWN sTOCKhOLM
Every morning I walk from Slussen, where I live nearby, all 
the way to Östermalm to work. I enjoy walking to work more 
than anything else. If the weather is bad, I quickly decide 
to go by subway instead, using my SL Access Card, but I 
prefer walking instead. My week is dominated by work and 
the weekend is my time off from everything. Then I often 
go for long walks in the woods or meet up friends for fika, 
preferably in green areas. My bike got stolen last year. Since 
I wouldn‘t like biking to work, there is no daily demand in 
owning one – my house has no bike storage room and my 
apartment is too small. If I could choose sharing bicycles in 
Stockholm, regulated by SL, I would rent a bike during the 
weekends from Slussen for example. Then I would ride over 
to Gröndal, stop for a quick coffee and therefore wants the 
bike to wait for me. After my coffee, I continue on to Vinter-
viken, make a quick stop there and then bike all the way, 
mostly an other way than I came, back to Slussen, where I 
drop my bike back to station.1

2. ChANgINg FROM BIKE OVER TO sUBWAy
I have to be at work between 7.30–8.00h. Right in front of 
my house goes the subway. I have to switch one time lines, in 
order to get to work. Mostly I am so tired in the morning, 
that I‘m sleeping a little more on the tbana. If would be a 
little more awake, or have some days where I could start my 
day a little later at work, I would love to change rythm by 
taking one ride by bike, therefore renting it from my tbana 
station and leaving it at the station, where I switch over to 
the other subway line.2

3. ANOThER WAy OF REsPONsIBILIy
I prefer biking instead of being stuck in a full bus every day. 
What I like about sharing bikes, in contrast to owning, I 
never have to search for an empty spot to lock it to, neither 
have to be afraid that it won‘t be there when I come back to 
it. Also I never have to care about maintenance, if I have a 
gurantee that someone else takes care of it.3

4. UsINg ThE shARE BIKE ALL ThE WAy
There are spots in town, where I either feel I‘m going around 
town to arrive at my destination, or I have to change vehicles 
in order to get there more straight over map. I would use SL‘s 
bikes to move from A to B without the need of changing over 
C and D, and also to be master of my own speed.4

5. BIKINg hOME AT NIghT
During the week, SL does not go often at night. Sometimes I have to wait so long for a train or a bus to come. If bikes 
would be available at night, I would use these to get as close to home as possible. To me bicycling seems safer than waiting 
all alone at an almost empty station. The bike to share in this case would become my taxi subsitute. It is cheaper and 
environmentally friendly.5

6. BIKINg FROM TELEFONPLAN
For some reason, the SvD bikes only cover the area of the city center. If the bikes would be in SL‘s ownership,  they could 
be placed even outside the inner city, placed at all subway stations. If this would be the case, I would have a healthy alter-
native to the bus and / or tbana, also I could spontaniously decide for a ride to town.6

7. BIKINg WITh WINTERTyREs
Why is bikesharing a seasonal offer at the moment, if our year is dominated by winter, snow and darkness? People that 
like to bike, especially that use it as daily transport vehicle, still bike within the winter months. I guess it worth testing 
bikesharing equiped with wintertyres. I would appreaciate it.7

8. My LAsT MILE TRANsPORT
SL is a reliable network of public transportation in Stockholm. Even though, sometimes I arrive at a station and it still 
takes me a way to my final destination. Islands like Reimersholmen and Skeppsholmen are such destinations to me. Bus-
ses go there, but not too often. It can take some time to get there and since I don‘t live there, I often need get away from it 
quiet quickly again. In this case, SL‘s bikesharing, as connecting users to public transit networks, could contribute to solve 
the last mile problem.8

1. severin, Tekla
2. Åberg, hanna
3. Jeager, Bengt
4. Lindberg, Johan
5. Ölund, Caroline
6. Beckman, Jakob
7. Dymling, Clas
8. schultz, Ami
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EXIsTINg VIsUAL ELEMENTs
sL‘s palette of products such as buses (scania) and 
subway trains  (Bombardier) are more or less standar-
dized components, which become customized through 
using their colour schemes and appliance of graphical 
symbols.

surfaces and mobiliers are mainly closed shapes (no 
gaps), so that customers won‘t be temped leaving their 
belongings behind, additionally cleaning the environ-
ments needs to be simple and quick.

After talking to everyday customers and asking them: 
„What defines sL?“; „how do they perceive sL?“, they 
had trouble getting the right images together. The 
statements they all had in common and mentioned, 
was the strong blue colour (cyan), clean environments 
and simplicit shapes.

From this point on, we decided  that not only the frame  
of the bike defines the look and feel of it – it will be its 
features, and they together build the whole experience 
that help defining its friendly, simple, soft and inviting 
appearance.

UNIQUE FEATUREs FOR A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
In order for this bike to become an icon of the city of 
stockholm and a representative of sL, it needs to cover 
different aspects.

Aside from fitting into sL, the shared bike needs to 
fulfill criteria, most likely different ones from ordinary 
bikes. Certain parts should not damage as easily while 
it being shared by so many different users through out 
the city. 

Additionally to the bike has to be perceived as a who-
le unit, while parts still should be able to be replaced, 
especially its electronical components such as the lo-
cking device, the chip of the card reader and the gPs 
to locate the bikes.

At existing bikesharing schemes, it is striking that cer-
tain parts of the bike get customized and eventually do 
not fit to ordinary bikes, in order to reduce the benefit 
of thefts.

From exchanges that I had with Frost Produkt As (Clear 
Channel Bikes designers) according to their experien-
ces of which parts most likely brake, I was informed 
that it is most often the basket.

ThE BAsKET
The basket on regular bikes tends to be an extra component, since it mostly gets added to the bike after being 
purchased.
At the now existing bike sharing scheme in stockholm (Clear Channel Bikes) the basket is at the same time 
the front docking into the station. The metal tubes are very solid on the one hand, but at the same time the 
past years have shown, that the locking did not seem strong enough, so that some managed to lift the bikes / 
the basket from its docking and went away with the bike.

Additionally, my workshop on stories on bike sharing (page 67-68) has highlighted, that many user‘s prefer a 
basket attached to the frame and does not make the stearing heavier, which allows to load their belongings in 
it, and just ride away from the station.

Not everyone that I talked to carries something with them, but the majority want to have the choice offered. 
This leads me to another question, whether the basket needs to be present all the time, or only when its nee-
ded?

ThE LOCKINg
The way the bike gets locked and accessed defines a major part of the experience. 

From the attendees of my workshop I understood that the most important signal communicated to them, is 
whether a bike is locked or unlocked, occupied or free to ride. The entire locking procedure needs to be simple 
understandive and quick, since most do not want to spend much time with it and want to have the assurance 
that the bike is safely locked, in order to be able to leave it and being out of responsibility.

This brought me to the question, if customers would like the locking to be manual or automatic? should there 
be a part that they drag/ pull etc. out from the bike and around something (e.g. a bike rack), or should the bike 
lock in itself, visible on the bike or simply as a signal light?

ELECTRONICAL LOCK & sIgNALs

It came out that the majority does not want to put hand on the locking, they want the bike to be automatically 
locked in itself by using the sL Access Card, so that the bike becomes unrideable for others.
The ones that think of steeling them, by carrying them away, won‘t have a real benefit since the bike in its 
locked state becomes useless. 

The argumentation that there are many spots where bikes are not allowed to be locked on, additionally the 
shared bike shouldn‘t take the space away from ordinary ones by being locked on a bike rack, confirmed the 
thought of the bike having its designated stational area and it being locked in itself. 

Another important aspect is that the locking shouldn‘t affect the safety of the bike – it shouldn‘t be able to 
activate itself while being in use. In addition,  if the locking procedure isn‘t really visible to the user, since he / 
she doesn‘t take active part in it,  it can become a concern too.

As customers demanded, locking, both in its station and outside of it, should be the same gesture and move-
ment, and therefore should become a significant feature of the bike and its system. 

sEAT ADJUsTMENTs
Many users have different hights and comfort zones. A survey claimed that espcially people from stockholm 
vary much in hight – some are really short and some extremely tall. Therefore it seems important to provide a 
comfortbale seating, as well the possibility to be able to adjust the seat quick and safely. 
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ThE PROPOsAL

SL CYKEL 

ThE PRODUCT sERVICE sysTEM
My proposal, sL Cykel, is a new possibility to sL‘s al-
ready established system network in stockholm.

The insights, which I created throughout the project 
highlighted that bike sharing as we are used to in 
stockholm now, does not fully correspond to today‘s 
every day practice in town. 

The desired instant accessibility and with it, the flexi-
bilty and spontanious character the users need and 
demand (e.g. ability to stop the ride) has to find itself in 
the sL Cykel system and product, on which this service 
is based and created on.

ThE sysTEM
sL‘s tbana, as a highly elaborated public transportati-
on device and strategic placement, by covering the city 
and its outside area well-thoughtout and providing at 
the same time a space to switch over to other public 
vehicles (buses, commuter trains), becomes an impor-
tant link in my project proposal.

I envision ouside of every tbana exit, the home and the 
designated area of the sL Cykel. These areas provide 
urban room to add bikes, as well they put the customer 
in a position, where he / she can choose between diffe-
rent public transport alternatives such as buses, bikes 
and subway.
In addition, the tbana stations guarantee the location 
of Pressbyråns and ticket machines, so that user‘s are 
always offered to purchase or reload their sL Access 
Cards, as well receive necessary service information.

Based on my process, I imagine future customers to 
rent the sL Cykel over three different modes:

1.
The traditional mode stands for renting the sL Cykel 
outside of any subway station and having it returned-
within 4 hours of time back to any other station / desi-
gnated sL Cykel area. 

2. / 3.
The flexibiliy mode connects in two oppositional ways. 
In case the customer decides not to return the sL Cy-
kel to its home, and to leave it locked outside from it, 
he /she profits from the flexibility of the product ser-
vice system, but needs to be charged extra.
here comes the opportunity for the opposing custo-
mer, that is willing to rent a bike from outside a station 
and rides it back to one.  In this case, he / she helps 
optimizing the system and earns extra credit.

Based on the theory, that collaborative consumption is based on people trusting each other, I was playing with 
the thought of having no fees charged, if a sL Cykel won‘t be returned to its area. I was thinking of providing 
the users with the mind set of: “Today I helped you out, another time I would need you to help me out.” , since 
it‘s laying in everyone‘s interest for the system to well function by always having bikes accessible at their de-
dicated areas. The freedom of biking and which this system should embody, was and became crucial. At the 
same time I thought, if people get too spoilt, they might abuse their freedom and the entire product-service-
system would fail. Therefore I decided to divide the system into these three modes, to hand the users enough 
motivation to treat the service respectfully.

sL Cykel is being added to sL‘s established system network, so is sL‘s access technology, the sL Access 
Card. In order to give the customers the possibility to switch between different traveling alternatives, its ac-
cess device needs to be universal and consistent.

Important for the usage of the sL Cykel is the preregistration of the card. During all activities (renting, re-
turning, keeping the bike on hold, etc.) the person making use of the service needs to identify itself. Also in 
terms of responsibility, the user wants to make sure to have returned respectively signed out of the service 
properly. 

After exchanges with users, I recognized that sL Cykel added to sL‘s smartphone Application could add a 
true value to the service. The App, as it already is in many ways, could act in the added context as a tool of 
tracking information about the bikes. Customers could check on availability in advance, locate bikes outside 
of their areas, and even decide to reserve a vehicle. In order for the reservation possibility not interfering 
with the free character of the service, bikes should only be reserved for a time span of 10 to 15 minutes. If 
the customer does not reach the bike within this time, the bike is available again to be rented from someone 
else. since it is not meant to exclude users that do not own a smartphone, the opportunity should be given 
to these to sign in over the homepage and MITT sL, so that they can make use of tracking and reservation as 
well.

ThE PRODUCT AND ITs DEFINED CONTEXT
In this project, the service and its based on system shaped the actual product. The full proof system was 
meant to offer an easy accessible and simple rentable artifact. Adding the sL Cykel as a new product, while 
being imbedded in an already arranged context, was quiet challenging. The bike has to distinguish itself, by 
owning a different activity, than sL‘s other products, but at the same time to fit into the family and don‘t be 
disturbing.
Aside from the product representing sL, the bike also needs to be representative for the city of stockholm.

In exchanges with users (workshop with the same group as refered to earlier), many claimed that sL gives this 
very traditional image and that they would expect the sL Cykel as a newly added product, to be less traditional. 
I gave them a pen and asked them to sketch shapes they could imagine for me, detached from production and 
other technicalities. Playful, light and inviting shapes resulted out of this experiment. 

This information challenged me, in finding a right balance in a playful but still reliable shape.

I sketched myself and went back to them, but this time with keywords (comfortable, dynamic, friendly, reliable 
etc.) we could evaluate together with users the sketches.

Translating these qualities onto the product, also by scaling out and overlooking the system, resulted into 
a simplicit but still recognizable shape of the bike. simple lines had to bring all the features and different 
components together to one hollistic product that had to own personal but still public character. These pub-
lic characteristics led towards customized components  and features that can be recognized from a distance 
and not applied on regular bikes. 

The first bigger decision that I made together with users, was to base the bike on smaller wheels. With these 
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it lifts itself from an ordinary bike and contains a 
different kind of movability. Bikes with smaller wheels 
are easy to navigate and don‘t move forward as rapid-
ly, which emphasizes on the security aspect in the city 
environment. still smaller wheels are not a rarity, so 
that larger rims are placed in them to make the bike 
being better spotted from far away. 

Integration was another significant keyword in my 
work that should make the bike be perceived as pu-
blic and as a whole. The frame in this case, provided 
the skeleton for all components, but had to be con-
ceived, so that parts in case of damage can replaced. 
Because of technical reasons, the frame‘s  profile 
needed to be rounded to guide the crashworthiness 
efficiently in case of an accident. however, round pro-
files are commonly used within the frame of ordinary 
bikes, so that I decided for the combination of round 
and elliptic. Bringing these together should help me 
enhance a friendly and soft appearance of the sL 
Cykel. 

As well, it made me decide for the frame of the sL Cy-
kel to a be strong raising diagonale, by bringing cross-
bar and downtube to one thicker line together (suitable 
for men and women) and which allows the seat tube 
to be taken out for maintenance. This tube becomes 
the center point respectively the active area of the bike, 
can be seen from a distance and contains all technical 
components. 

The technical components the bike needs to own is the 
card reader for sL Access Card, its corresponding si-
gnal light, which simultaneously takes the role of the 
back light and a gPs tracking chip. This gPs device re-
assures the bike being properly returned to both owner 
and user of the product service system.

The basket for loading items, is placed in the front of 
the bike, so that the user can keep view on its goods 
such as ordinary briefcases, backpacks and grocery 
bags. It is in purpose designed openly, so that custo-
mers won‘t forget their belongings, as well shouldn‘t 
be temped to leave small things in it behind. The bas-
ket connects to the frame, at the the time in case of da-
mage it can be replaced seperately without having the 
need to exchange the entire frame of the bike. When 
loaded, it could cover the head tube, which made me 
integrate the front light into the basket.

The locking was a crucial part in my process. Throug-
hout, users claimed to me that the main reason of not 

renting the current offered stockholm City Bikes is the fact that it cannot be locked outside the stations. Every 
day practice demands us to stop and place the bike on hold in between a ride. When we return to it, it needs 
to be guaranteed that the bike is still there waiting for us to continue our journey. In addition, when we want to 
return the bike back to its area and all spaces are taken, we are forced to ride to another one. having issues 
with returning the bike, as it‘s meant to be a rather effortless gesture, could prevent the customer from using 
the service a second time.

sL Cykel‘s service system is based on flexibility, therefore the locking needs to be as flexible.

But what do user‘s usually actively do aside from locking the bike? 

They empty the basket and take their items with them before leaving, but most important they intuitively bring 
the bike to stand by kicking down its bikestand.
hereby the user has control on the actual movement, and does a natural gesture for stopping the ride.
But an ordinary bikestand can flip up and down permanently, how would it need to behave for a rentable 
one?

After having tested different placements for the bikestand such as close to the front wheel as on post bikes or 
at the back wheel, its operation became too complicated and too different from how we are taught to handle 
it. Additionally while users asked for the locking of the sL Cykel to function automatically and be integrated, 
it couldn‘t be too far away from the other electronical components. All these aspects strengthened the argu-
mentation to place the sL Cykel bike stand at its usual spot, in between pedals and back wheel.

In contrast to an ordinary bikestand, the sL Cykel bikestand locking is conneced to the frame, but still visible 
as a different component and activity then the riding of the bike. When having reached the aimed destination 
and decided to stop, the user only needs to kick down the sL Cykel bikestand, and the signal light confirms its 
immovability and locking.
With the bikestand being flipped down, the bike becomes technically unrideable unless the user decides to 
continue the ride or signs out from the service, in order to give access to another customer.

The bikestand locking becomes the designated symbol of freedom and its implied flexibility mode, as part of 
the sL Cykel product service system, while allowing the users to take a break at almost any place and locking 
it outside its areas. 

In order to keep the service organized, flowing and reliable (based on the traditional mode) the sL Cykel stands  
in close dialogue to its defined area at the tbana stations. This area (commonly named station) is needed, since 
it communicates the home of a system to the observer. Differently from ordinary bike sharing system stations, 
no heavy ground work is demanded to implement the docking poles of the sL Cykel in urban context. The poles 
more likely take the role a parking area, which keeps the bikes visible, accessible and sorted in order. 

Depending on what users told me, there was no need for metal racks in this new context. These metal racks 
could rather motivate regular bicyclists to take over the area and leave no space for the sL Cykel. 
Instead I decided for a modular landscape of smaller concrete blocks plus an informational pole, which en-
hances the sense of being an addition to the public space, an addition to sL‘s public transportation service. 
These blocks are too heavy to be lifted and carried away by individuals, but on the other hand do not demand 
much effort for the owner of the service system.

The sL Cykel Area and its parking blocks, cover the traditional mode of the product service system. They need 
to afford enough motivation for the users to rent from it and most important return the bikes back to their area.
But what could the motivation for the customers be to return the bikes to their area?
Of course, the fact that the service demands no extra costs to the customer, if the bikes are properly returned 
to their poles (traditional system mode), but also that the bikes should be more retained, while being slided 
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into their dockings.

Even though I wanted to stick with the bikestand as the 
only locking within the product service system of the sL 
Cykel, there was no possibility to lock the bikes into their 
blocks without adding an extra locking, neither there is 
a need to flip the bikestand down when placed in the 
block.

Therefore, I took the decision for two ways of locking, 
supporting on the traditional and flexible mode.

Traditionally, the bicycles will be slided into and out of 
the concretes blocks, while a strong magnet (a positi-
ve) placed into the block identifies the bike (its negative) 
and locks it into the docking. here, the bike can only get 
released respectively unlocked, when a new customer 
comes to rent the bike from the block and holds its ac-
cess card on its defined area on the bike.

In the flexible mode, it is the bikestand lock which be-
comes useful and gives someone else the possibility to 
return it back to its area. 

Through the use of colour, the concrete blocks and the 
bikestands, both as locking possibilities, can be marked 
and linked.

In case all blocks are occupied while wanting to return 
the bike, the customer can lock the bike over the flexi-
ble lock next to the other ones and signs out from the 
service.

sL CyKEL As A NEW OFFERED sERVICE ALTERNATIVE
sL Cykel is meant to complement sL‘s already shaped 
product service system palette and adds valuable travel 
experience to their recent customers, tourists and new 
ones.

By defining a less traditional but still reliable service, 
users should feel encouraged to make use of the given 
flexibility and freedom, as well become active part for 
optimizing the service.

I assume the more possible appreciation the service 
would earn in the future, the more it could extend and 
would make stockholm move towards a bicyclists‘ city.

(The proposal in form of visuals will be demonstrated in 
the presentation).
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an example of how one SL Cykel commutes through StockholmsCENARIO

T

stockholm

T stadion Dramaten

Emilie Jakob Nick

Rosendahls Trädgården Telefonplan Drejargatan 1.

Torsdag 25.04.2013 14:10 14:18 14:30 14:55 16:00 16:45 18:30 19:45 08:30
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“In a hurry, I rented 

a bike from Stadion 

to meet my friend at 

Dramaten.”

“I saw the bike 

available and sponta-

niously decided to go 

for a ride to Rosen-

dahls and have some 

carrot cake in the sun.”

“I kept the bike on 

hold in order to con-

tinue my ride after to 

Telefonplan.”

“Arrived at Telefon-

plan the station was 

full. Nevertheless I 

was allowed to make 

use of flexibility and 

lock the bike next to 

the others at the station.”

“After a long day at 

Konstfack I rented 

the bike and went all 

the way home.”

“Reached home, I 

sign out from the 

bike and make it 

available for the 

next user. Maybe 

it will still be there 

waiting for me tomorrow 

morning.. .”
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DIsCUssIONs

When I back away from my proposal and look at my 
start into the topic and the point I reached now, I have 
to admit that i got myself in a widerranging project as I 
identified it at the beginning. 

The project became broader and more complex with 
the weeks passing by and I found myself in a situation, 
where I needed to exchange with people permanently, 
in order to get their objective view straight and value 
their need. At the same time I was forced to make de-
cisions constantly to be able to move on in my process 
also from a time perspective. so any time I made my 
mind on an issue, someone else added a new one and 
many different aspects became relevant and affected 
each other.

I always had to scale out, look back at my research 
question from the start, and see if I collected reasona-
ble answers and arguments.

At 1/3 of my process, I took a good decision in freeing 
myself from my master collaboration and setting focus 
point on stockholm, a city that I already knew well and 
which I wanted to get to know better.

As well, I had to continue working with the system and 
identify how it would shape the actual artifact, the sL 
Cykel. 

Looking now at the outcome, I have to say that there 
are still questions I have no answer to. I would receive 
confirmation or decline, if the proposal would be tes-
ted in real. Finding out:

If sL Cykel would be added to sL‘s already established 
service, how could it be added to their tariff?
Could customer simply upload their sL membership?
If sL would be the owner of the bike sharing scheme, 
would they maintain the bikes as well?
Would they agree on no advertisment? 
Would people make use of the service in winter?
Would people abuse the service by night, such as ri-
ding in a drunken state? 
What would be the consequence and could this harm 
the service?

since the initial, I wanted to work on a project, which 
people could relate to and easily understand. I inten-
ded to focus mainly on the users, their every day and 
stories. 

Now I contentedly recognize that I propose a Product service system, which is convenient but different. 

I see strength in it, in fact I have investigated an existing system and created a new service around it, which 
adds value to users, the city of stockholm and sL.

It could engage us to new ways of traveling.

I envision customers searching the city for bikes outside their areas, almost like people searching cans and 
returning them to the store to receive the deposit (pantsystem).

Referring to the actual sL Cykel, I assume I managed to focus on the overall desireable aspects and experi-
ence of sharing bicycles in stockholm‘s urban context, based on users‘ argumentations to enhance accessi-
bility, freedom and flexibility. When it comes to the gestalt of the bike, it differs in purpose from sL‘s current 
product palette by being more playful and less traditional than other vehiles. Though common features such 
as colour and simple shape guideline, the artifact is integrated in the given environment and context.

It was and is a large task in my project to cover all 3 aspects: product, service and system. All three are inter-
linked and connected, they shaped each other and none was prioritized in purpose. I intended to treat them 
with equal meaning, so that I also couldn‘t dive much into technicalities within the artifact and regulations 
within the urban context, being assured that there are still improvable areas within my proposal.

I focused on bike sharing respectively bicycling, since I believed that it connects people by being classless, 
democratic, timeless and universal. After making the link between bike sharing in stockholm and sL, I deci-
ded for an expensive connection and service though. I assume that there are lots of people that cannot afford 
having membership, and others complain about the high fees. These issues do not support the universalism 
which bicycling should include. Then again, I can only hope that if sL Cykel would be added towards their ser-
vice, that it would be affordable for the customers, so it would help them seeing the benefits in sharing than 
owning. In addition, sL rewarding the customer with extra credits after he / she helped optimizing the service 
(having returned bikes from outside to the areas) could emphasize the dynamic and appreciation.

I perceive the concept of the sL Cykel as being rational and realistic. It gives a fundament for an actual imple-
mentation and I am assured that it would find appreciation in stockholm‘s every day life.
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